
Chapter 1Translators' aids: User pro�les1.1 User pro�lesTranslation has traditionally been seen as the work of professional artisans who diligently translateother peoples' text in the best possible manner. It has been considered separate from other activitiessuch as marketing or research and development | if not even subordinate to them. In some respectstranslation has been a bu�er between the internal activities of an organisation and its internationalcontacts.With the dramatic increase of international contacts the picture has changed. More and more peopleother than translators or interpreters are personally involved in translation and dealing with peoplein a foreign language, be it orally or on paper. The amount of text to be translated is growing andso is the number of languages involved. Furthermore, the level of translation that is expected isallowed to vary as information is sometimes needed more for its general contents than for readingpleasure. That is, the translation can be less than perfect in style. All this is starting to make amark in the arrangement of translation activities in di�erent organisations.Thus, translation is no more just the activity of individuals but rather a collective process of anorganisation. Therefore the concepts of user and user pro�le are used in this text to denote collectiveentities, that is organisations. The actual users of any translators' aid are individual persons, whocould also be classi�ed, but this perspective is given less attention here.Finally, it should be noted that the user pro�les and other aspects discussed here are based ona relatively small sample of user organisations, which could not meet statistical standards forreliability. Therefore, it should be treated as an exploratory study of the �eld, subject perhaps toconsiderable revision and re�nement in the future.1.1.1 Dimensions of translationTranslation activity can be described along several dimensions. These dimensions can be dividedinto those describing the translated text, the arrangement of translation activity and the externalcontext of translation.Translated text itself can be described along the following dimensions:1



eagles evaluation: translators' aids final� Quantity of translated text;� Quantity of text produced directly in a foreign language;� Quantity of translation work;� Text type;� Domain of text;� Characteristics of source text;� Languages involved;� Translation quality;� Extent of translation work.The arrangement of translation activity, on the other hand, can be described along the followingdimensions:� Type of translation organisation;� Job descriptions of people involved in translation;� Size of translation organisation;� Medium of translation work.Finally, the external context of translation in an organisation can be described along the followingdimensions:� Nature of the enveloping organisation;� Size of enveloping organisation;� Amount of international activity;� Nature of international activity;� Language policy of the enveloping organisation;� Medium of information production and exchange.Often, some of these dimensions have more than one value and these di�erent values have varyingweights. Therefore, the aforementioned dimensions are most conveniently considered as primarydimensions, which in their turn can be described by secondary dimensions. These secondary di-mensions are statistical in nature:� Set of values;� Frequencies of values;user profiles 2 June 20, 1994



eagles evaluation: translators' aids final� Average value;� Variance of values;� Minimum value;� Maximum value.1.1.2 Relationships between di�erent dimensionsAll the dimensions mentioned above are certainly not independent of each other. Relationships ofvarious degrees exist between them, which may be both one-way implications or two-way correla-tions. Appendix X contains a detailed discussion of these relationships.On a general level, the dimensions can be divided into two groups according to their level of inter-dependence in the aforementioned relationships. Firstly, there are dimensions that are independentof the rest. Not surprisingly, this group includes all the dimensions describing the enveloping or-ganisation except the language policy. Secondly, there are dimensions which depend partly on theindependent dimensions but which also inuence other dimensions. These dimensions include allthe rest, describing the translated text itself and the arrangement of translation activity. Thesedimensions are actually quite interdependent and are entwined in a complex web of relationships.The only exception is the one describing the job descriptions of the people involved in translationwhich seems not to inuence any other dimension.However, it must be noted that the dimensions describing the enveloping organisation are not whollyindependent, either. The external environment of the enveloping organisation, that is the charar-acteristics of the country or countries of operation, certainly has an inuence on the organisation.For instance, at least the following aspects could be mentioned:� Size and strength of the internal market of the country;� Ratio of exports of the economy of the country;� Global status of the language(s) of the country.These national aspects, though worth noting, form a level of their own and go outside the scope ofthis study. Therefore, they will not discussed further here.1.1.3 Trends in dimensionsThe general trend of internationalisation of any activity or business is one of the main factorsinuencing translation and its dimensions. The amount of international activity in organisations isde�nitely on the rise. Thus, the overall quantity of translated text and text produced direcly in aforeign language is bound to grow with an ever increasing rate; so will the quantity of translationwork. The languages involved are also on the increase. It is, however, practically impossible totranslate directly from all possible languages to others. Therefore, some languages are emerging asuniversal focal languages, in which text is often produced directly. For example, instead of carryingout a translation directly from Finnish to Japanese, a text may be produced directly in English,from which it is in turn translated to Japanese | or any other language for that matter.user profiles 3 June 20, 1994



eagles evaluation: translators' aids finalAs the quantity of translated text is growing, the characteristics of source text is shifting fromcreative to repetitive. More and more texts are 'mass-produced' manuals and the like. At the sametime, the new terminology is invented at such a rate it is di�cult to keep track of or control it.Updating and revision of old texts are becoming ever more typical activities. In general, the levelof translation quality can vary greatly, as not all texts warrant high quality. On the other hand, theextent of translation work is spreading outside pure translation to editing and layout of the text.As organisations are becoming more international, so are their employees. This is leading to multi-lingual organisations in which text is produced directly in one or more foreign languages. At leastin smaller countries, such as Finland, a basic requirement for employment in many organisations isthe su�cient knowledge of at least two foreign languages.The arrangement of translation is on its own part a�ected by a more general trend towards buyingservices from external sources instead of generating them internally. This is leading to the dis-mantling of heavy centralised arrangements for translation in favour of subcontracting translationcompanies and freelances. Another form of this development is making internal translation de-partments independent, self-sustaining business units and making them compete against externalcompetitors.1.1.4 Typical user pro�lesDi�erent users and user organisations naturally have di�erent needs. In translation, however, itoften seems not as much a question of di�ering needs but of di�ering resources and capabilities.A translator's or translation organisation's main task is translation, not the development of newtools. Many translators' aids demand extensive internal development, which are often outside thecapabilities of smaller organisations or individuals. Furthermore, the cost of this development iswarranted only when the level of ultimate use exceeds some certain critical point.There are, in fact, no typical user pro�les. Most organisations resort to a combination of arrange-ments of translation, which vary greatly according to the peculiarities of each organisation. There-fore, user pro�les could be based on a variety of combinations of di�erent key dimensions of trans-lation. The following user pro�les are based on the arrangement of translation activity and the sizeof the enveloping organisation. This classi�cation is rather descriptive and straightforward, but itsweakness is that variance within a particular user pro�le grouping can sometimes be disturbinglygreat. In addition, some of these user pro�les, such as organisations with centralised translationactivity, are certainly more potential users of translators' aids than others, such as bi/multilingualorganisations. Furthermore, it is clear that organisations that have subcontracted all of their trans-lation activity outside represent no direct potential at all in this classi�cation. However, by adheringto this line of thinking at least the following user pro�les can be presented:� Freelance translator;� Small translation company;� Large translation company;� Mid-sized organisation with centralised internal translation department;� Large organisation with centralised internal translation department;user profiles 4 June 20, 1994



eagles evaluation: translators' aids final� Bilingual organisation;� Multilingual organisation;� International organisation.These user pro�les a discussed in further detail in appendix X.Another approach can also be taken, which is maybe somewhat simpler. From the point of view oftranslators' aids, perhaps the single most signi�cant factor within an organisational entity is theoverall quantity of documentation produced | whether directly or through translation. Of equalsigni�cance is how this amount breaks down between di�erent text types and domains, and howit varies on a long-term time-scale. These on their own part depend greatly on the size of theenveloping organisation, its nature and �elds of activity and its amount of international activity.It is clear that the more translation of some type and domain is done within an organisation, themore an organisation will eventually be able to pro�t from translators' aids | especially the highend ones.In this context, the way translation is organised within an organisation would no longer have to bea starting point in classi�cation, since an organisation could have people translating documentationin a central translation department, or writing text by themselves anywhere in the organisation,or even outsiders doing subcontracted translation, as long as they all have access to the sametranslation tools, and use them, too. This all, of course, depends on a fully functional informationnetwork, high computer literacy, and successful indoctrination in the use of new exciting systems,which is maybe utopia for now. Anyway, an ideal organisation could unite all employees in thedocumentation process and tap into their collective knowledge, instead of isolating translationfrom the rest of documentation and communication. In this respect, translators' aids could alsobe considered documentation aids. You can already now, for example, use the same electronicdictionary both for translating text and for writing text directly in that language.It is another thing to transform this approach into distinctive user pro�les, since there are noquantum leaps between the quantities of translations of di�erent organisations. In addition, onehas to bear in mind that text produced within some organisations is by its nature more suitablefor particular translators' aids than text produced in others. There are, however, certain criticalquantities for the usefulness of certain translators' aids which could serve as milestones. With thesein mind, the following rough classi�cation could be presented (using familiar baseball terms):� Little-league user of translators' aids;� Middle-league user of translators' aids;� Major-league user of translators' aids.These groupings are naturally only reference points on a continuum. They are discussed in furtherdetail in appendix X. In addition, appendix X contains case examples of six di�erent archetypeusers of translators' aids.user profiles 5 June 20, 1994



eagles evaluation: translators' aids final1.2 Correlations between user pro�les and translators' aidsAt the present time, it can be said, as a rule of the thumb, that the larger the translation organisationor unit, the more probable it is that it is using or experimenting with sophisticated translators' aidssuch as machine translation. In other words, it is these translation organisations that believe thatthey have the most to gain from the use of these aids | and they are probably right in their belief.This applies the other way, too. The more sophisticated a translators' aid is, the more resources fordevelopment and �ne-tuning are required to make it fully operational. This is again only possibleto achieve in the larger translation organisations.This situation should change in the future, but it will require extensive work to make these high-endtranslators' aids truly available to the small users. A�ordable prices, proven results, ready-to-usesystems, ease of use and compatibility with other systems are just some of the things that will maketranslators' aids as commonplace as the spread-sheet programs of today. The change is already underway, as tens of thousands of people in the United States are starting to use machine translation ontheir personal computers for non-work purposes.At the moment, there are some prerequisites for the use of di�erent translators' aids. At thesame time, there are also incentives to start using some of these aids. Sometimes, the choice ofa particular aid can be de�ned rather negatively: that is, if some characteristic of translation ismissing. Appendix X contains a detailed discussion of these relationships.
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